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Pulse Secure integrates SDP
architecture within its Secure Access platform
Pulse Secure says it is the first to deliver secure access for hybrid IT with Software Defined
Perimeter (SDP) solutions delivering provisioning simplicity, scale and superior economics

P

ulse Secure has integrated SDP
(Software Defined Perimeter)
architecture within its Secure
Access platform and included
Pulse SDP as an add-on within its Access
Suite. By offering a flexible path to SDP, the
company states that it has extended its
foundation of Zero Trust access for hybrid IT
and provided enterprises and service
providers with unrivalled provisioning
simplicity, security posture fortification and
lower total cost of ownership.
SDP is an emerging security architecture
that requires user authentication and device
validation before a connection is granted. In
other words, a deeper level of trust is
established – before access – between
users and resources. With this approach,
network connectivity is based on a need-toknow model, in which device posture and
identity are verified before access to
applications is granted. Application
infrastructure is effectively “dark” (a DoD
term meaning the infrastructure cannot be
detected) without visible DNS information or
IP addresses.
Zero Trust is a next-generation security
model based on the principle of “never trust,

always verify”, offering capabilities such as
extensive authentication, policy controls
and data communication encryption. In
effect, SDP is an enhancement of Zero Trust
by including technical components directly
into the architecture. It offers provisioning
simplicity, security posture fortification, and
lower total cost of ownership.
Ubiquitous access to applications and
dynamic resource provisioning are the new
normal, yielding an increase in advanced
threats and massive data breaches. As
enterprises embrace digital transformation
and migrate their applications and
infrastructure to multi-cloud, access
requirements have become more stringent
and complex to prevent attacks and data
leakage. To reduce risk, organisations are
applying a Zero Trust strategy of “verification
before trust” by incorporating stronger user
and device authentication, granular access
control, and enhanced segmentation no
matter where the application and resources
reside.
“Business leaders face a digital imperative
to boost user productivity, while also
mitigating the risk of data breaches that are
growing in size and frequency,” notes

Sudhakar Ramakrishna, CEO of Pulse
Secure. “From our inception, Pulse Secure
has focused on providing a pragmatic
approach to Zero Trust Secure Access that
balances user experience with compliance.
By incorporating SDP architecture within our
Access Suite, we can deliver the
deployment flexibility, scale and investment
protection sought by enterprises and
service providers.”
Pulse Secure Access Suite provides remote,
mobile, cloud, network and application
security with comprehensive VPN, Mobile
Device Management (MDM), Single Sign-on
(SS0), endpoint and IoT device visibility,
Network Access Control (NAC) and virtual
Application Delivery Controller (ADC)
capabilities. Pulse SDP complements this
integrated solution set by offering direct
device to application/resource secure
connectivity only after successful user,
device and security state verification
including geo location and behaviour-based
anomaly detection. As a result, the
manufacturer states that organisations gain
accessibility while streamlining access
provisioning, improving performance and
reducing the visible attack surface. More so,
organisations reportedly gain greater
economies and a non-disruptive way to
readily implement SDP functionality when,
where and how they require.
“Despite industry suggestions about VPN
replacement, SDP is not a panacea for all
applications and hybrid IT infrastructure as
enterprises migrate to the cloud,” says Jon
Oltsik, senior principal analyst at Enterprise
Strategy Group. “While deployments can
offer comparatively simple, secure
connectivity, SDP projects tend to be based
on specific use cases and projects. VPN
and SDP will likely co-exist for a while, so
organisations need to keep an eye on joint
usability, management and costs. By
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offering an integrated secure access suite
that supports VPN and SDP architectures
for data centre and cloud, Pulse Secure can
provide strong value that can be compelling
for customers and service providers.”
With SDP, Pulse is now the only Zero Trust
vendor to provide a dual offering to
customers: traditional secure access
through VPN technologies, and SDP for
customers looking to increase devicebased security (given the prevalence of
BYOD), centralise policy control and reduce
the attack surface of their network.
Pulse Secure provides enterprises single
pane-of-glass secure management and
operational visibility across public cloud,
private cloud and data centre. The
manufacturer sees SDP as a logical
extension of Zero Trust Secure Access that
offers a lower total cost of ownership,
streamlined configuration and policy
controls and an increased security profile.
Most importantly, Pulse Secure’s SDP does
not force a rip and replace approach.
Existing customers can leverage all or part
of their already-deployed Pulse
infrastructure to take advantage of SDP
features and functionality. Similarly, new
customers can deploy SDP immediately, or
in silos. Other vendors require a more
drastic approach that may not incorporate
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every application a customer needs into the
SDP installation.
Pulse Secure’s existing integrations with
identity providers such as Okta, Ping
Identity and Microsoft ADFS continue to be
relevant. The company states that
customers need not re-integrate their
toolsets with SDP. Moreover, SDP augments
these identity-based integrations through
additional multi-factor authentication (MFA)
and device- and host-based security state
checking. In this way, endpoints are
checked prior to the connection for their
security health, preventing malware spread
within the network.

Secure software, hardware and cloud
solutions. This approach allows SDP and
perimeter-based VPN functionality to work in
parallel and provides Zero Trust access
security and essential operational flexibility
for enterprises and service providers. With a
software upgrade, customers can activate
Pulse SDP using the latest Pulse Secure
infrastructure.
www.pulsesecure.net

Pulse Secure’s existing NAC-based
integrations are augmented, too. By
superimposing the Zero Trust and SDP
features, policies and actions taken by
enforcement points (such as firewalls) can
be more granular and incorporate endpointand device-based information.
Administrators can take action via policy,
such as quarantining devices for
remediation, based on this integration.
Pulse SDP will be offered solely as a
licensed component within Advanced and
Enterprise Editions of the Pulse Access
Suites in April 2019. Pulse SDP is comprised
of an SDP Controller, SDP Client and SDP
Gateway which are enabled within the Pulse
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